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*** 
 
Have you ever wondered why you stand up and sing with El Halsey when you would never do that at 
home? Or laugh at a comedy in a theater but not on your iPad? Or why a team with the momentum 
cannot miss? 
 
Behavioral scientists call this ‘emotional contagion,’ that our feelings are profoundly influenced by the 
mood in the room.  
 
We are social creatures. And when we are together, how we feel is often something done to us.  
 
What does this have to do with leadership? Tonight, I’m going to give you four things – just four things – 
that I want you to consider. (This is what Bob Jones said yesterday about turning theory into action.) 
None of these insights are rocket science but they are not instinctually obvious either. 
 
So get out your pad and pens – or your phones – because I’m going to give you just four things to write 
down. 
 
LEADERSHIP IS ABOUT CHANGE 
 
First of all, understand that leadership is about change. This is where emotional contagion is so 
instructive. 
 
Imagine yourself in the locker room in Lake Placid in 1980. Herb Brooks, the coach of that miracle 
hockey team, walked in there prior to playing the Soviets and could tell his players were experiencing a 
collective feeling of doom. He wasn’t immune to it. He thought they had 1 chance in 10 to win. 
 
But despite that feeling, with conviction he told his team that “you were meant to be here” and to “take 
it.” That is summoning change despite having the same feelings and experiencing the same pull of 
inertia as everyone else.  
 
Change can happen in private moments too. 
 
Let me give you another story: Jim Swanke fired me from the Executive Council. 
 
He called me, acknowledged I’d missed a few meetings and for good reasons. But said ‘you are always 
welcome here and can come back, but I think it is probably best for now to step down.’ 
 
I have worked with many board chairs but Jim did something I have seen so many others, including 
prominent people, hesitate to do: ask a board member who was not pulling his weight to go. And he did 
it with empathy and friendship. 
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He took an action that led the Executive Council through a change in membership and me through a 
needed change in priority.  
 
Leadership is about change.  
 
REJECT THE FALSE CHOICE BETWEEN LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 
 
Number two: Reject the false choice between leadership and management. You need them both and 
they are equally important despite that they are not equally glamorous. 
 
Harvard Business Review researchers have said “we used to accept that leaders could be either great 
visionaries or great operators. No longer. Organizations now need their top people to perform both.”1 
 
John Kotter puts it like this: Leadership is about change; management is about complexity.2 Having a 
plan, generating support, following through on your commitments, turning change into results. 
Delivering. 
 
We have all experienced this story: a person is brought in with a big title and fanfare. And they go to 
meetings, and say great things, and attend conferences, and they seem to glide about.  
 
And they get squadoosh done. This is a Chief Go-To Meeting Officer. Don’t be that person. 
 
There are prominent examples we have all seen. The Enron boss who led a culture of extreme risk taking 
but had nothing real to sell. The Theranos founder, who sold the market on a great idea but had no clue 
how to build anything.  
 
Leadership without management is an empty bucket of promises and a waste of good will. 
 
Sometimes, you’ve got to get in the boiler with the rest of the team to light it up. 
 
BE PREPARED TO HAVE YOUR JUDGMENT AND INTEGRITY QUESTIONED 
 
Third - You are ready to be a leader when you are prepared to make decisions that, no matter the 
soundness of your conclusion or the inclusiveness of your consultation, someone affected by it will 
question your judgment and your integrity.       (Let me repeat that) 
 
A friend who worked for John McCain said that the Senator believed that you weren’t really doing 
anything unless someone was actively trying to spear you in the back. 
 
This past week, an expert committee at the World Health Organization voted to urge the Director-
General not to declare the monkeypox outbreak as a major international pandemic.  
 

 
1 See Paul Leinwand, et al., Reinventing Your Leadership Team, HARV. BUS. REV. (2022), available at 
https://hbr.org/2022/01/reinventing-your-leadership-team.  
2 See John P. Kotter, What Leaders Really Do, HARV. BUS. REV. (2001), available at https://hbr.org/2001/12/what-
leaders-really-do.  

https://hbr.org/2022/01/reinventing-your-leadership-team
https://hbr.org/2001/12/what-leaders-really-do
https://hbr.org/2001/12/what-leaders-really-do
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Many are happy to hide behind some other authority to shield themselves and preserve their station. 
Director-General Tedros declared an emergency anyway. Inevitably, he was praised in some corners, 
and attacked in others.  
 
We all know that it is easier to advise your friend on a life choice but so hard to make a choice yourself 
in the same circumstance. There is a big difference from being the advisor and the one who has to live 
with the decision; being the person whose can is on the line. 
 
But can’t I eventually find the perfect decision that everyone will be happy with given enough analysis 
and consultation? Often no. Sometimes you are only presented with unsafe or bad choices. That’s real 
life. 
 
And people fill in the blanks with their worst fears. You may hear that more communication was 
necessary but often what they are really saying is they want you to explain why they should put the 
resolution of their anxieties in your hands. 
 
A dear colleague of mine at the Foundation was a huge advocate of making progress on our diversity 
aspirations. She had terrific ideas. I suggested to her that she should chair one of our workgroups. She 
had never done that before and you could see the hesitation. Suddenly, being the leader, rather than a 
suggester, was real. But she was ready. 
 
Leadership is about change. 
 
GET THE RIGHT PEOPLE AROUND YOU 
 
My fourth point: you have to get the right people around you. Stephen yesterday asked you to identify 
who has influenced your journey. Those are the people who have helped you with change. 
 
Someone gave me great advice to identify 3-10 people in your life whose opinions really matter to you. 
Only give these people access to your self-esteem. Everyone else’s opinions are just data.  
 
Now I am not suggesting that you substitute someone else’s judgment for your own. But find the people 
whom you can ask “am I wrong here?” and if they confirm your conclusion that will give you backbone. 
And if they question it, that will give you pause.  
 
HOPE AND LEADERSHIP IN CRISIS 
 
A year ago, I witnessed the most astonishing act of leadership and I will remember it always. I debated 
sharing it with you because it happened in the midst of sadness. But so many acts of leadership happen 
during unexpected crisis. 
 
Moments ago, I told you about my dear colleague. Her boss, an extraordinary African-American woman 
whom I’ll call Hope, texted me that she needed my attention right now. 
 
I called her. 
 
She told me that our colleague had died suddenly.  
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We sat for a time. She was coping with awful, piercing change (as was I). Moments later she pivoted and 
all she could think about was our colleague’s daughter, her mother, the rest of our colleagues whom we 
would need to inform. 
 
Less than a week later, we attended a moving celebration of life. And this was the moment I cannot 
forget:  
 
We were sitting in rows and I sat quite intentionally behind Hope. To Hope’s left were two other 
members of her team. On her right was a good friend from another department. Those three colleagues 
were experiencing their grief outwardly but in overtly different ways.  
 
Without saying a word, Hope put her arms around all three of them, and she comforted them in them in 
three different ways – all at the same time.  
 
I knew her heart was breaking – I’d seen it. And yet in her grief, with all the emotional contagion in the 
room, with everyone quite understandably lost in their own thoughts, I saw Hope take action to help her 
friends cope with their new reality. 
 
Their changed reality. 
 
Leadership is about change. 
 

*** 
 
I see your stunned faces and perhaps you are dismayed I would bring a sad story to our celebration. 
Some of you may give me the same talk Jim Swanke did!  
 
But you see just there? In your smiles and chuckles. That was change too.  
 
Leadership opportunities are presented all the time. Most of them are subtle. You will have them at 
your table tonight when I’m done, because you can talk about this. Maybe your conversation will lead 
you somewhere unexpected. A great friendship, a new opportunity, something insightful to learn.  
 
I will tell you that the research says the feeling with the most potential for emotional contagion is joy.3 
People seek that and they appreciate leaders who can recognize when it is absent and take action to 
ignite it and make that spread. 
 
Let’s celebrate some of them now. 
 
 

*** 

 
3 See, e.g., Alex Liu, Making Joy a Priority at Work, HARV. BUS. REV. (2019) available at 
https://hbr.org/2019/07/making-joy-a-priority-at-work.  

https://hbr.org/2019/07/making-joy-a-priority-at-work

